
HOW TO CREATE A 
GREAT EXHIBITION BRIEF



hi,

not many people know that exhibition 
planning doesn’t need to be time-consuming 
with an outcome that’s expensive and hard 
to measure. it’s simple if you know the right 
questions to ask. 

But what are the right questions? we’ve 
created this short guide which includes a full 
list of questions for you to use to create a 
strong brief for your next exhibition.

we know that it’s far too easy for exhibitors 
to stumble into ‘the default approach’ – 
creating a stand that tries to say everything 
and lacks focus on a core theme. 

to stop this from happening, it’s important 
to focus every single element of your stand 
design and campaign around your exhibiting 
objectives. they should be a cornerstone of 
your brief. after all, if you don’t know what 
you want to achieve, how is an agency or 
design and build contractor supposed to help 
get you there?

a great brief will use your objectives and 
co-ordinate all the working parts of your 
exhibiting programme, such as hospitality, 
competitions, demonstrations and digital 
engagement. it also helps you to focus on 
which message you want to tell to who. a few 
simple messages are far more powerful than 
a hundred competing for attention.

creating a great brief will allow you to 
present your exhibition objectives, campaign 
messaging and integrated exhibition activities 
to senior management and the sales or stand 
team to capture their attention and support 
early. any agencies or design and build 
contractors you work with will also be able 
to bring your exhibiting campaign to life by 
producing work consistent with your vision 
right from the start.

finally, the best kept secret of writing a great 
exhibition brief is that it shouldn’t be too 
prescriptive. it shouldn’t have all the answers 
but it should detail your desired outcome and 
challenge you face when exhibiting.

we hope you’ll fi nd this guide useful while 
developing your next exhibition brief. 
whether or not we have the pleasure of 
helping you with your next exhibition stand, 
we wish you the best of luck with your event!

James Rook

Managing director at nimlok

Nimlok Limited
nimlok house              
Booth drive, Park farm
wellingborough, nn8 6nl

t: 0808 252 3135
e: info@nimlok.co.uk

nimlok.co.uk
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TO USE THIS WORKSHEET:
Go through each prompt or question in order and use the accompanying table to 
help fi ll in all the details under each heading. These details can then form the basis 
of your in-depth exhibition brief.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Relevant BRand 
Message foR the show

Past exhiBiting exPeRience

what does your company or brand do that diff erentiates it in the market?

what’s your most signifi cant UsP/campaign message at the show?

which of your products or services are you promoting at the show?

which of your key competitors attend the same show?

 what do they do well and what do they do badly?

have you attended this show or any others previously?

from any past experience of exhibiting, what worked and what didn’t? 

what are you looking to focus more on with your next exhibition/s?

a.

1.

2.

3.
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BUdget & exhiBition 
PRogRaMMe consideRations

show sPecifics

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

4.

4.

5.

5.

Beyond this event, what others do you attend in the UK, europe, or rest   
of world?

 how do they diff er from each other?  

do you budget per event or per year?

what does your budget need to cover?

how often do you expect to change your stand’s design?

do you take the same message to all shows? 

 if not, how does it diff er?

why have you chosen this show?

is the show B2B, B2c or both?

what’s the audience profi le of the show?

 are they predominantly male or female

 average age

 are they known visitors or new to you?

 do they work within a specifi c market with particular needs or are   
 they looking for a wide variety of solutions? 

 Job titles

how does the show’s audience profi le compare to your own? 

 will you be targeting a specifi c section of visitors or broadly appealing  
 to many?

will you have any coinciding marketing or advertising campaigns at the time 
of or at the show?

 

a.

a.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

b.
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oBJectives and 
desiRed oUtcoMes

on stand activity

1.

1.

2.

2.

3.

3.

divide the priority of your exhibition objectives across 100% to determine 
most important to least important. e.g. create new sales opportunities - 50%, 
up-sell to current customers - 30%, increase brand awareness - 20%.

what’s your desired outcome from the show?

how will you measure the success of the show?

what activities will you engage in on the stand at this show?

divide your stand activities across 100% to determine their importance e.g. 
lead taking 70%, competition 30% 

are there any specifi c considerations required to facilitate these activities?

create new sales opportunities

aid customer retention

cross-sell/up-sell to current customers

increase brand awareness 

Utilise PR opportunity

demonstrate thought leadership

launch new product or service

Research new supplier relationships

lead taking

demonstrations

hospitality

adhoc meetings

Pre-arranged meetings

Product launches

PR

seminars

competitions

Promotional hand outs

what’s your desired outcome from the show?

how will you measure the success of the show?

create new sales opportunities

aid customer retention

cross-sell/up-sell to current customers

increase brand awareness 

are there any specifi c considerations required to facilitate these activities?

lead taking

demonstrations

hospitality

adhoc meetings

Pre-arranged meetings

example objectives

example activities
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Relevant BRand Message foR the show

1)  what does your company or brand do that differentiates it in the market?
2) what’s your most significant UsP/campaign message at the show?
3)  which of your products or services are you promoting at the show?
4)  which of your key competitors attend the same show?
 a. what do they do well and what do they do badly?
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Past exhiBiting exPeRience

1) have you attended this show or any others previously?
2) from any past experience of exhibiting, what worked and what didn’t? 
3) what are you looking to focus more on with your next exhibition/s?
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BUdget & exhiBition PRogRaMMe consideRations

1) Beyond this event, what others do you attend in the UK, europe, or rest of world?
 a. how do they differ from each other? 
2) do you budget per event or per year?
3) what does your budget need to cover?
4) how often do you expect to change your stand’s design?
5) do you take the same message to all shows? 
 a. if not, how does it differ?
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show sPecifics

1) why have you chosen this show?
2) is the show B2B, B2c or both?
3) what’s the audience profile of the show?
 a. are they predominantly male or female
 b. average age
 c. are they known visitors or new to you?
  d. do they work within a specific market with particular needs or are they looking for a wide variety of solutions? 
 e. Job titles
4) how does the show’s audience profile compare to your own? 
 a. will you be targeting a specific section of visitors or broadly appealing to many?
5) will you have any coinciding marketing or advertising campaigns at the time of or at the show?
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oBJectives and desiRed oUtcoMes

1) divide the priority of your exhibition objectives across 100% to determine most important to least important.         
 e.g. create new sales opportunities - 50%, up-sell to current customers - 30%, increase brand awareness - 20%.
2) what’s your desired outcome from the show?
3) how will you measure the success of the show?
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on stand activity

1) what activities will you engage in on the stand at this show?
2) divide your stand activities across 100% to determine their importance e.g. lead taking 70%, competition 30% 
3) are there any specific considerations required to facilitate these activities?
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